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Few people know that today's deck of playing cards is actually based on an ancient mystical card
system akin to the Tarot. In The Power of Playing Cards you can discover the playing card that is
linked to your birthday and learn the secrets that each card holds about personality traits, love
relationships, destiny, and luck. Remarkably accurate, this system is a synthesis of playing cards,
astrology, and numerology.This easy-to-use system allows you to gain insight into your past,
present, and future and introduces you to an intricate web of relationship links that is second to
none. These special links can explain why you fall in love, who your ideal partner is, and who can
best provide what you need. By finding out who will support you and who will challenge you, you
can increase your potential for successful relationships. Equally helpful, you can deepen your
understanding of what motivates your family members, friends, and business partners.Besides
enhancing your relationships, this unique system offers fascinating insight into your future by
interpreting cards for each year that is to come. You'll also:Identify your special qualities by knowing
your signature cardBecome aware of relationship card links that can improve your love life and
increase your understanding of othersDiscover which celebrities share your cardFind out your good
years for money, career, and new opportunitiesWhether you are using the cards for serious inquiry
or simply for fun, this simple and enthralling guide is for all who seek to know more about
themselves, their loved ones, and their futures.
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If you haven't read about the playing cards and their hidden meanings then I highly recommend this
book. If you have read some of the other books on the playing cards I would say that this book is
required reading. I have studied this system for almost two years before I found this amazing book.
The authors have a very straight forward, honest and simultaneously optimistic outlook on the
playing cards. The system of the playing cards is one of the most powerful tools that I have found in
several years of searching. The reason I didn't give it 5 stars is due to the layout of the book. The
content is well worth overlooking the layout. If you want a quick way to discover more about yourself
and friends by only knowing their birthday, then this is the book for you.

I previously utilized a couple other books by a different author and they slant toward the negative
and it was really nice to have a fresh, brighter interpretation and description of the cards and their
influences. I'm doing readings for people and when I reference the books I want to have a more
positive approach toward the card meanings so I may share a this perspective and provide hope
and guidance toward improving life situations through awareness of influences and ways to affirm
joyful, effective growth. It was a pleasure reading this book by these authors and it helped reaffirm
my mission.

One of the best books ever written on card reading system. It is simple but indepth knowledge. First
book gives the secret behind this ancient system. Anyone what to learn the cartomany secret
should read this book. It is highly recommended

This subject is vital for anyone who is into astrology, metaphysics, Tarot cards, or the occult. It will
teach you much about your personality, skills, and talents, and those you love and work with. On a
personal note, I have used this system to read the destinies of over fifty thousand people at
numerous psychic parties and private psychic consultations. It is a crucial element of personality
analysis. It and associated works (you might -search "destiny cards" for other excellent books as
well) all come from the classic SACRED SYMBOLS OF THE ANCIENTS by Edith Randall and
Evelynn Campbell, which is now out of print but available for like $100.00 on . These and some

other books which you can track on my purchases, are well worth the price.

Sorry but I did not like this book. I enjoy reading tarot and wanted to learn to read regular playing
cards. But with this book, I have to learn astrology and the spreads are extremely complicated and I
really don't want to get into all that to read these cards. I will look for a book that doesn't require a
year of study to learn how to read these cards.

A good book but a little confusing compared to the books by Robert Lee Camp which I like a lot
better.

This was a good book to teach you how to read tarot cards but with playing cards. Very interesting
to read and was able to better understand how to use a regular deck of cards to a deck of the tarot
cards. I was impressed with the details and knowledge to show you how to read them.

I just started a review & lost it all :( so my 2nd time around is going to be super short.This book
describes everything you can possibly imagine & will keep you busy for awhile if you love research,
analyzing, & this type of food for your brain!!!The planets, suits, court cards, numbers are all talked
about before heading into the cards themselves & life-spread sequence. At the end is another short
description of your day along with other signs that share your birthday card too! Part iii is cool too if
you want to look up the one card for each year of your life. Each card in the row represents a year of
your life starting with the age headlining the row for the age group you're looking up; the 1st letter of
your suit is given only & not the whole word, so it looks odd on the pages; at least the symbol
would've looked nicer! Have fun & good luck!What's fun for me is seeing whether I know a friend,
family member etc has a birthday card in my card sequence that can explain what that influence is
like in my life & seeing whether or not that's accurate & how strongly I feel that it is & vice versa.One
year someone's bday card was my pluto card & the influence was profoundly & intensely felt, before
words were even spoken!!! I guess really guess that our subconscious can react in ways we don't
really imagine. I'm glad I got a break since then! :) or that learning experience served its purpose! If I
want more information about the cards I go to Robert Lee Camp's book on Cards of Your Destiny &
his Love cards book for specific planetary connections with other people , all based on your birthday
cards. The chapter on relationship "advice" at the end is pretty good.
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